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The study of plant development requires increasingly powerful modeling tools to help understand and simulate the growth and functioning of plants. In the last decade, the formalism of L-systems has emerged as a major paradigm for modeling plant development. Previous implementations of this formalism were made based on static languages, i.e., languages that require explicit definition of variable types before using them. These languages are often efficient but involve quite a lot of syntactic overhead, thus restricting the flexibility of use for modelers. In this work, we present an adaptation of L-systems to the Python language, a popular and powerful open-license dynamic language. We show that the use of dynamic language properties makes it possible to enhance the development of plant growth models: (i) by keeping a simple syntax while allowing for high-level programming constructs, (ii) by making code execution easy and avoiding compilation overhead, (iii) by allowing a high-level of model reusability and the building of complex modular models, and (iv) by providing powerful solutions to integrate MTG data-structures (that are a common way to represent plants at several scales) into L-systems and thus enabling to use a wide spectrum of computer tools based on MTGs developed for plant architecture. We then illustrate the use of L-Py in real applications to build complex models or to teach plant modeling in the classroom.
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production rules on structures more general than trees, such as graphs.

Despite the language difference, both $L + C$ and $XL$, share the common feature of being based on languages that are statically typed. By making it mandatory to define the exact type of variables that are manipulated in every part of the programs, statically typed languages can optimize the handling of data-structures, efficiency of computation, and early detection of errors (at compilation time, before execution). On the other hand, they constrain the user to strictly respect typing rules during programming, which involves high-level of programming expertise for users and, as a consequence, requires a steep learning curve (Ousterhout, 1998; Prechelt, 2000; Tratt, 2009). In contrast, dynamic languages are less exigent and do not require the specification of variable types in the code. They do manipulate types, but the correctness of variable types in expressions is mainly checked during execution. This involves an extra burden in program execution, resulting in a loss of overall efficiency with respect to statically typed languages, as many optimization schemes cannot be applied. On the positive side, the programming is more intuitive, the syntax is less austere, and the learning curve is much more shallow than for static languages (Tratt, 2009). Ousterhout (1998) illustrates this difference by pointing out that a typical statement in a dynamic language is equivalent to 100–1000 elementary instructions of the target machine while, in similar conditions, a typical statement in a static language corresponds to 1–10 elementary instructions. A higher level of abstraction is thus enabled by dynamic languages. Consequently, dynamic languages are frequently used as scripting languages, i.e., languages that allow fast prototyping both by fostering interactivity between programmers and their programs during development and by making it possible to glue together macroscopic software components easily.

The difference between static and dynamic languages can appear at first sight to be of a technical nature and of little interest to biologists. However, we suggest here that the use of dynamic languages is particularly well adapted to the building of simulation systems in developmental biology. In many modeling applications, the advantages of dynamic languages over static ones make the former an attractive choice despite their relative lower computational efficiency. They are more intuitive for users with a limited background in computer science, while offering recent, powerful object-oriented programming constructs for more computationally oriented users.

In this work, we explored the adaptation of dynamic languages to the modeling of plant growth. For this, we designed a new open-source L-system-based modeling environment based on Python, a popular and powerful dynamic language. An overview of the resulting language, L-Py, and its programming environment is presented in Section "L-Py Overview." Then we describe how L-Py can be used to model plant development at several scales. For topology, we extend classical L-strings to represent MTGs (formalism to represent the multiscale nature of plants), which makes it possible to seamlessly integrate a wide set of model components and tools already designed for MTGs into L-Py programs. For geometry, new primitives have been introduced in the language to describe plant components in a high-level manner and at different scales. Finally, we illustrate the use of L-Py in real modeling applications, composed of multiple modeling components and for developing training programs on modeling in the classroom (see Example of FSPM Applications in L-Py). All the code excerpts given in the paper are actual L-Py code. The corresponding example files can be downloaded together with the L-Py software through the OpenAlea distribution (http://openalea.gforge.inria.fr).

**L-Py Overview**

Embedding L-systems into a dynamic language such as Python has a number of consequences on the language syntax, its interpreter, the programming environment, and the openness of the system (i.e., its ability to interact with external components).

**A Simple Syntax Owing to Dynamic Typing**

To integrate L-systems into Python, we followed a methodology similar to that used by Karwowski and Prusinkiewicz (2003) to design and implement $L + C$. L-system constructs were thus added to the syntax of Python, following the syntax of $cpg$ and $L + C$ as closely as possible for compatibility between $L + C$ and L-Py. However, some constructs inherit specifically from the Python language syntax. Compared to $L + C$, the L-Py syntax is simplified by avoiding type declaration of parameters and variables. A simple example of L-Py code is given below.

```
Lsystem1:
1 module Apex(age), Internode(length, radius)
2 MAX_AGE, dr = 10, 0.02 # constants
3 Axiom: Apex(0)
4 production:
5 Internode(l, r) --> Internode(l, r + dr)
6 Apex(age):
7 if age < MAX_AGE:
8 produce Internode(1, 0.05)/(137.5)[+(40)Apex(age+1)]
Apex(age+1)
```

The main components of this code are as follows.

**Modules**

In L-systems, plant structures are decomposed into physical units called modules. The set of modules forms a branching structure that is represented by a bracketed string of modules (Lindenmayer, 1968; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990; Hanan, 1992), here that we call here L-string. By default, any character can be a valid module name. Modules containing more than one character must be declared. Module parameters may also be declared to make explicit their role (although this is not mandatory), e.g., Apex (age) may represent an apex characterized by its age, as in line 1 of the above example. In this case, if Apex is found in a string, it will be interpreted as one module instead of four different modules, namely A, p, e, and x. Module parameters (such as age) are Python objects and can be of any type.

**Axiom**

A specific string of modules, called the axiom, defines the initial state of the simulation. This string is declared by using the
keyword **Axiom**. In the example, the axiom is a string made of a single module \( \text{Apex}(0) \), representing the initial structure of the plant.

**Rules**

The keyword **production** indicates the beginning of rule declarations. As in \( \text{cpfg} \), rules may have the syntax:

\[
\text{Predecessor} \rightarrow \text{Successor}
\]

or, more generally

\[
\text{LeftContext} < \text{Predecessor} > \text{RightContext} \rightarrow \text{Successor}
\]

where **Predecessor** and **Successor** are strings of modules, and both **LeftContext** and **RightContext** are optional strings of modules. The rules can be expressed using two conventions. Simple rules can be written in a compact mathematical style similar to \( \text{cpfg} \) (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990; Hanan, 1992), e.g., line 5. Alternatively, for more complex rules, successor specifications are declared as in \( L + C \) using the `produce` statement (instead of the arrow \( \rightarrow \)) embedded into regular Python code, e.g., line 8. In this case, predecessors are separated from the right-hand side of the rules by a colon (line 6) consistently with the syntax of Python functions. For example, the rule of lines (6–8) replaces every Apex with parameter \( \text{age} \) inferior to \( \text{MAX\_AGE} \) (line 7) with an `Internode` module followed by a lateral Apex and the main Apex. Lateral Apex is included in brackets. Two geometric symbols, \( / \) and \( + \), make it possible to specify phyllotactic and insertion angles for the interpretation, respectively. The strings generated by this simple L-system in the first three simulation steps (starting with the axiom \( w_0 \)) will be:

\[
\begin{align*}
w_0: & \text{Apex}(0) \\
w_1: & \text{Internode}(1,0.05)/(137.5) [(+(40)\text{Apex}(1))] \text{Apex}(1) \\
w_2: & \text{Internode}(1,0.05)/(137.5) [(+(40)\text{Internode}(1,0.05)/(137.5) [(+(40)\text{Apex}(2))] \text{Apex}(2)]
\end{align*}
\]

A visual representation of these strings is given in **Figure 1**. In summary, the syntax of L-Py is largely compatible with both \( \text{cpfg} \) and \( L + C \) to facilitate code porting between these languages. See **Appendix** for additional description of L-Py syntax.

**A FLEXIBLE INTERPRETER BASED ON DYNAMIC EVALUATION**

The L-Py interpreter makes it possible to execute L-Py expressions. The first phase consists of compiling the code of a model into bytecode that can be executed by Python (more precisely by the Python virtual machine). For this, L-Py code is first translated into pure Python code by the L-Py language parser which also generates some internal structures for the interpreter. During this process, the predecessor of each rule is stored in a dedicated data-structure, and the rule is transformed into a corresponding Python function. Due to the runtime evaluation ability of dynamic languages (Tratt, 2009), evaluation of the Python code was easy to implement in L-Py.

**A POWERFUL OPEN SYSTEM ENABLED BY LANGUAGE INTROSPECTION**

Thanks to the embedding in a dynamic language, L-Py functionalities can be easily accessed either through a graphical interface or directly using Python commands. This enables users to control L-Py programs in three different manners.

**A complete integrated development environment**

The \( \text{cpfg} \) and \( \text{lpfg} \) simulators are embedded in modeling packages \( \text{vlab} \) (Mercer et al., 1990; Federl and Prusinkiewicz, 1999) and \( \text{L-studio} \) (Prusinkiewicz et al., 1999b; Prusinkiewicz, 2004), which
provide graphical editors of model attributes such as colors, optical properties of materials and graphically defined functions, curves, and surfaces. Likewise, the L-Py interpreter has been embedded into an integrated development environment (IDE) that includes code and visual parameter editors. The code editor incorporates dedicated syntax highlighting. When an error occurs, the corresponding line is automatically highlighted, facilitating the debugging of the model. Visual editors make it possible to interactively edit scalars, curves, patches, materials, and graphically defined functions. Names of these objects can be defined in the editors and are used to manipulate the objects in the L-Py code of the models. Similarly to L-studio, L-Py also contains a continuous modeling mode in which interactions with parameters are immediately propagated and visualization of the model automatically updated. This facilitates interaction with the model during simulations.

In addition to the visualization of the graphical interpretation of the model, an interactive exploration of the computed L-string is of great help to characterize and validate a model. To achieve this, a standard Python shell has been integrated in the development environment with primitives to access the computed L-strings and other variables. This allows inspection and a posteriori processing of the structure. A similar approach can be found in the GroImp platform, which includes a home-made interactive interpreter, XL (Kniemeyer and Kurth, 2008).

The L-Py IDE is also inspired by programming environments such as Visual Studio (Microsoft Corporation, 2011). Its configurable interface using dockable panel widgets (see Figure 2) makes it possible to easily customize the working environment and its advanced development tools (profiler and debugger, etc.). The L-Py IDE incorporates two tools that help optimize models. First, a debugger shows the user the successive rule applications that occur during a derivation step with actual parameters and global variable values. The debugging can be constrained to detect the application of particular rules only. Second, a profiler provides the user with a detailed report of the time spent in each rule and function, and makes it possible to identify bottlenecks in the execution. The creation of these tools was facilitated by the introspection property of dynamic languages (introspection is the ability of a program to explore and possibly modify its own code). For instance, access at

![FIGURE 2 | The L-Py IDE with its utility windows for parameter edition.](image-url)
runtime to the names and values of the different variables involved in a procedure is simple in a dynamic language and facilitates, for instance, the creation of the debugger.

**L-Py as a component library: controlling L-systems execution from Python**

L-Py has been developed as a C++ library embedded in Python that can thus be integrated into any Python-compatible application. For this, the L-Py library defines a number of structures (module, L-string, rule, L-system, etc.) that can be accessed from Python in an object-oriented manner. As a result, an L-system model can easily be manipulated by an external process. Such a process typically creates an L-system object, executes it for a number of specified steps, possibly changes its parameters, resumes the execution, and finally gets the computed L-string. In this way, L-Py can be encapsulated as a simple component of a more complex modeling pipeline that integrates other components, possibly using formalisms different from L-systems.

The central issue of such an encapsulation strategy is to control the execution of L-Py models. An L-Py program contains global variables, functions, rules, and configuration execution variables such as the number of derivation steps. From an external process, a user may want to access and change any of these elements. In L-Py, this can be done by using the Python/L-Py introspection mechanism or by using dedicated primitives implemented in L-Py. For instance, to explore a large parameter space for a given L-system, a user may want to vary parameters (e.g., global variables) of an L-system model after each execution. Such exploration cannot be made easily manually. The use of the introspection property of L-Py makes it possible to resolve this issue elegantly: a process that uses L-Py as a component can inquire about the internal variables of the L-Py model (global and configuration execution variable) and directly access and modify them in memory. Global variables of the model become automatically and dynamically attributes of the L-system structure that contains the model, and can be modified as easily as any attribute of a Python object. Execution variables can also be modified with predefined L-Py functions. For example, to overwrite the axiom of an existing L-system object, an L-string can be built from a specified string of characters with the Lstring construct and then used to overwrite the contents of the L-system axiom. More generally, L-strings can be built from modules containing objects of any complex type as parameter values. Thanks to the dynamic typing of the language, parameters of any type can be introduced into the L-string and passed to an L-system.

The L-Py introspection mechanism: controlling L-system execution from L-Py programs

L-Py makes it also possible to control its execution, variables, and rules from within L-Py models. For instance, the ExecutionContext object is accessible through the execContext() function and makes it possible to ask and modify the values of the L-Py model configuration execution variables. These variables control the number of derivation steps, the currently used group, etc. (a complete list is given in the online help; see also Standard L-Systems Features of L-Py in Appendix). After each iteration modelers also have access, through the EndEach function, to the resulting L-string and the corresponding scene graph. This enables global post-processing of the modeled structure using regular Python code and external modules from within a model. In this way, an L-Py model can also act as an integrative framework for different modeling components (see for instance section “Minimizing Measurements in 3D Plant Architecture Reconstruction”). For example,

```python
Code2:
1 lsys = Lsystem('Lsystem1.lpy')
2 print lsys.dr # This would print 0.02
3 axiom = Lstring('Apex(2)', lsys)
4 for i in range(10):
5    lsys.dr += 0.02
6 lstring = lsys.derive(axiom, 5)
7 interpretedstring = lsys.interpret(lstring)
8 scene = lsys.turtle_interpretation(interpretedstring)
9 Viewer.display(scene)
```

Line 1 reads in and creates an L-system structure from the Lsystem1 code. The second line requests and prints the value of the internal variable dr from the model lsys. Note that the global variables such as dr are automatically considered as attributes of the L-system object. Line 3 creates an L-system string from a text string, using lsys module definition to interpret correctly the module names. This L-string will be used subsequently as the L-system axiom. Line 4 initiates a loop that will perform parameter space exploration for ten values of the dr parameter. At each iteration step, Line 5 changes the value of dr before performing 5 Lsystem derivation steps starting from the axiom (line 6) and assigns the resulting string to lstring. Note that in this case, only the production rules and the global variables of the L-system are used in the object, while the initial string (axiom) can be considered as a variable (notion of L-system scheme, Herman and Rozenberg, 1975). The function derive can also be called with no argument and will use in this case the values of the axiom and the number of derivation to perform declared in the L-system. Finally, lines 7–9 interpret the resulting string geometrically using the turtle interpretation, and display the result in the viewer. These lines can also be summarized into one (more efficient) command lsys.plot(lstring). However, they are given here to show that a user can finely control the execution of an L-system. Importantly, entire functions and productions of complex models can be changed similarly to the simple variable dr in the above example.

Creation and manipulation of an L-system object have also been encapsulated into OpenAlea (Pradal et al., 2008) as computational nodes. Similarly to the example provided here, these nodes can be created with L-Py code and parameterized with a dictionary containing the names and new values of the variables. Examples of such use are given in Section “L-Py as Growth Component for Simulating an FSPM.”

```python
Code3:
1 Axiom: A
2 production:
3 A-> B
4 B-> AB
```

The L-Py introspection mechanism: controlling L-system execution from L-Py programs

L-Py makes it also possible to control its execution, variables, and rules from within L-Py models. For instance, the ExecutionContext object is accessible through the execContext() function and makes it possible to ask and modify the values of the L-Py model configuration execution variables. These variables control the number of derivation steps, the currently used group, etc. (a complete list is given in the online help; see also Standard L-Systems Features of L-Py in Appendix). After each iteration modelers also have access, through the EndEach function, to the resulting L-string and the corresponding scene graph. This enables global post-processing of the modeled structure using regular Python code and external modules from within a model. In this way, an L-Py model can also act as an integrative framework for different modeling components (see for instance section “Minimizing Measurements in 3D Plant Architecture Reconstruction”). For example,
Concatenation of the strings produced in steps $t-2$ and $t-1$. Checking visually these properties with L-Py is easy and requires only adding two lines of code:

```python
Lsystem3 (continued):
5  def EndEach(lstring):
6      print len(lstring), lstring
```

These lines print the length and the value of the current L-string and are called after each derivation step. The output exhibits the Fibonacci properties of the model:

```plaintext
Lsystem3 (output):
1 A
2 B
3 AB
5 ABBAB
8 BABABBAB
```

Modification to the string can be made in a similar way from within a L-Py model. Likewise, thanks to the dynamic language evaluation, it is possible to add or remove a rule during the execution of an L-system.

**MODULAR L-SYSTEMS IN L-PY**

Code modularity is the key to build complex and reusable models. In our context, this raises the question of building reusable blocks based on L-systems that can subsequently be assembled. Modularity of the model may result from the decomposition of the structure into components such as internodes or leaves, which can be processed and defined independently (Hanan, 1992; Godin et al., 1998; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1999a) or from the decomposition of the model into of component aspects such as growth, photosynthesis, and hormone transport (Cieslak et al., 2011). In this section, we discuss the support for decomposition into aspects, offered by L-Py.

One technique supporting such decomposition was proposed by Federl and Prusinkiewicz (2004), based on the concept of controlled derivations in L-systems. Different groups of production rules are identified by group Ids. Only one group is active in any derivation step. However, another group may be activated in the next derivation step, and so on. The selection of the appropriate group can be conveniently made before each derivation step using the `StartEach` statement. Within a static language, however, parameters of the modules are declared at the beginning of the model and their declaration should take into account all parameters required for all groups. This limits the independence of the groups and thus the modularity of the composite L-system.

More recently, Cieslak et al. (2011) proposed another strategy to develop modular L-systems, based on the use of separate modules to represent different aspects of the model. These modules can be combined such that one organ of the plant is represented by a list of modules, each reflecting a different aspect of the model. The rules related to the different aspects are described in different groups and are invoked sequentially. While this makes it possible to have separate definition of each group with their own modules and rules, a given element is modeled in this approach with several modules, which blurs its identity.

In L-Py, we elaborated on the approach of Federl and Prusinkiewicz (2004) and extended it with the use of a dynamic language to reinforce the decoupling of the different L-systems to assemble. The goal is to combine several independent L-systems, typically written by different persons, in different files (say for example files `A.1py`, `B.1py`, `C.1py`). Each L-system can be considered as a processing unit dealing with an aspect of simulation, for example substance transport, branch mechanics, or growth. An order may have to be respected in the application of the corresponding L-systems, as some of them may update L-string parameters subsequently used by other L-systems. We assume that the different L-systems operate on the same or closely related sets of plant components, e.g., apices, growth units, or internodes. As similar components in different L-systems may be identified by different module names, a mapping between these names is defined in the third "translation" L-system. For instance, if the module representing an internode is named $I$ in L-system $A$ and $S$ in L-system $B$, a rule $I \rightarrow S$ will be created in the translation L-system $A2B$. Module parameters must also be translated. Detailed examples of how this is done are given in Section “Managing L-System Modularity” in Appendix.

Different L-systems and their translations can be chained by the programmer to make up a unique compound L-system. To easily handle such chaining, a generic Python class `ComposedLsystem` is provided in L-Py. It takes two arguments: a list of L-systems to be chained (including translation schemes) and a list of interpretation schemes to be chained. A sketch of a typical code that must be defined to combine different L-systems follows.

```python
Code4:
1  a,b,c = Lsystem('A.1py'), Lsystem('B.1py'),
   Lsystem('C.1py')
2  a2b, b2a, a2c = Lsystem('A2B.1py'), Lsystem('B2A.1py'),
   Lsystem('A2C.1py')
3  lsystem = ComposedLsystem([a,a2b,b2a,a2c,c], [a2c,c])
4  lstring = lsystem.axiom
5  for i in range(K):
6      lstring = lsystem.derive(lstring)
7  lsystem.plot(lstring)
```

The first two lines create the different L-systems required for the model. The third line gathers them into a `ComposedLsystem` structure. As arguments, two lists of L-systems are given. The first list contains the set of L-systems responsible for the production rules and the second list for the interpretation, given in the order in which they should be called. In the first list, the target L-system of the last translation (the "a" in `b2a` in the example below) must be identical to the first L-system of this list, while in the second list, the source L-system of the first translation ("a" in `a2c`) must be identical to the last L-system of the first list (i.e., "a" also). The next four lines simply run and plot the `ComposedLsystem` for a number $K$ of iterations as if it were a simple L-system. In this case the chaining of L-systems is controlled by the `ComposedLsystem` primitive, but the modeler still has the possibility to write code that calls each L-system one after another a number of times (for instance to handle different time units in the different L-systems).

This approach shows a great flexibility in assembling components by transforming L-strings expressed in the alphabet of
one L-system to that of another one. This approach may be combined with sub-Lsystems or other aspect-oriented approaches into a completely flexible and modular L-system framework.

**MODELING PLANT GROWTH AT DIFFERENT SCALES IN L-Py**

The embedding of L-Py in a dynamic language has a number of consequences on the modeling possibilities themselves. Due to the non-strict typing system, connection with external modules and models is much simpler than with static languages. Here, we investigate the consequences of this language specificity to key aspects of plant modeling.

**SEAMLESSLY COMBINING L-SYSTEMS AND MTGs**

In the late 1990s, Godin and Caraglio (1998) introduced a formal model called Multiscale Tree Graph (MTG) to represent a wide range of plant architectures, at varying scales of description, in a flexible and unified way. Since then, MTGs have been used widely to encode various types of plant architectures at varying scales (e.g., Godin et al., 1999; Mündermann et al., 2005; Teobaldelli et al., 2008) and to analyze the resulting data with dedicated software such as AMAPmod (Godin and Güédon, 1997) and OpenAlea (Pradal et al., 2008). Today, in OpenAlea, MTG is the central data-structure that different modeling packages use as a standardized way to represent plants.

In order to exploit the large library of algorithms and models built for MTGs in L-Py, we designed bidirectional translation and mapping mechanisms between L-strings and MTGs. Conversion between these structures is possible as they both represent a particular type of labeled tree graphs. L-strings represent axial tree graphs (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990) while MTGs may integrate tree graph descriptions at several scales (Godin and Caraglio, 1998). Fortunately, it has been shown that, similarly to simple tree graphs, multiscale tree graphs can be encoded as strings (Godin et al., 1999). L-strings corresponding to MTGs can be defined using this property (Godin et al., 1999; Ferraro and Godin, 2000).

In brief, let us first consider an L-string representing the tree graph at the most microscopic scale of the MTG (e.g., at the scale of internodes I), of Figure 3 (left) e.g.,

\[ S \cdot U \cdot I \cdot \... \]

where each I represent a plant module (here an internode), and opening brackets indicate branching points. Modules representing more macroscopic nodes of the MTG, corresponding for example to growth units U or to branching systems S, are inserted before the first microscopic module that composes them (Godin et al., 2005). The resulting string mixes modules at different scales. A small branching system S composed of growth unit U that can be decomposed as internodes I is thus encoded as:

\[ S \cdot U \cdot S \cdot U \cdot I \cdot \... \]

This defines a multiscale L-string associated with the MTG (see Figure 3). For the L-Py interpreter to recognize that modules in the string belong to different scales, the user must explicitly associate each module type with a scale using the keyword “scale” in the module type declaration of the L-Py program:

```
module S: scale = 0
module U: scale = 1
module I: scale = 2
```

As in classical L-strings, modules in multiscale L-strings can have parameters of any type, including complex types and objects. The use of a dynamic language makes it possible to seamlessly convert L-strings into MTGs and, reciprocally, MTGs into L-strings. Indeed, in the conversion, L-string module parameters are automatically transformed into MTG node parameters (or vice versa) without the burden of duplicating parameters in memory or writing/reading data through exchange files.

Primitives to read/write and convert MTGs into L-strings (and reciprocally) have been designed and make it possible to manipulate MTGs directly within L-Py rules. These can be used for instance to initialize a simulation with a plant architecture measured experimentally:

```
Lsys5:
1 from openalea.mtg import *
2 initialmtg = MTG('walnut.mtg')
3 Axiom:
4  PlantFrame(initialmtg, scale = 3)
5  parameters = ['tipposition','bottomdiameter',
6    'topdiameter']
7  lstring = mtg2lstring(initialmtg,{'S': parameters,
8    'U': parameters, 'V': parameters})
9  sproduce(lstring)
```

Axiom is now defined as a rule (lines 3–7) that produces a string (line 7). The MTG of a measured walnut tree (Juglans regia L.;
As illustrated in the previous sections, the use of a dynamic plant system has been introduced to represent plant architectures. In recent years, however, abstract geometric models of plant organs have been introduced to represent plant architectures, such as MTG and PlantFrame (Sinoquet et al., 1997) is first loaded (line 2, note that the functions for manipulating MTGs, such as MTG and PlantFrame used here, are independently provided by the MTG package of OpenAlea). This file contains the information related to the topology of the plant at three different scales (axis segments, axes, and plant). In addition, for some plant segments, it contains key information about their geometry, called “frame” information (this information was not systematically measured for all plant segments in the field). The frame information consists of the spatial location of the segment tip in a reference coordinate system originating at the basis of the plant, together with their bottom and top diameters. Based on the frame information available for some segments in the MTG, the PlantFrame function makes it possible to compute the frame information for all the plant segments where it is missing, using predefined inference rules (Godin et al., 1999). As a result, the frame attributes (‘tip position’, ‘bottomdiameter’, ‘topdiameter’) of the segments of the MTG are updated with the computed information. The MTG is then transformed into a multiscale L-string (lines 5–6), where the different modules corresponding to the plant segments (here labeled S, U, V) are given parameters corresponding to their frame information in the MTG. Finally, the sproduce statement of line 7 produces the multiscale L-string corresponding to the MTG (one can note the difference between produce and sproduce: produce creates a successor L-string from a list of modules, while sproduce creates a successor L-string from an already built L-string structure). The axiom defined by this string has thus been procedurally evaluated. Finally, to plot a graphical representation of the axiom, a simple interpretation rule is defined for each type of module (line 9–11) that uses the turtle to draw the complete plant structure by exploiting the frame data of the successive plant segments along the plant axes (Figure 9, left).

HIGH-LEVEL CONSTRUCTS FOR THE CONTROL OF TURTLE GEOMETRY

As illustrated in the previous sections, the use of a dynamic language such as Python favors the openness of the modeling language (i.e., its ability to be extended) and its simplicity of use by providing high-level constructs in the language. Both characteristics were considered as key guiding principles throughout the design of L-Py. In this section, we show how these principles were used to simplify the modeling of plant geometry by introducing new constructs to manipulate turtle geometry at high abstraction level.

Custom geometric primitives for plant representation at different scales

When representing plant architecture, most simulation systems use an explicit geometric representation of plant organs: internodes are represented by cylinders, leaves by small parametric surfaces, fruits by volumetric models, roots by generalized cylinders, etc. In recent years, however, abstract geometric models of plant organs have been introduced to represent plant architectures at more macroscopic scales in simulation models (e.g., Crescatt, 1997; Boudon, 2004; Pradal et al., 2009; Livny et al., 2011). These approaches are based on the use of either volume or envelope models that represent groups of organs instead of individual organs. Such models can be readily designed in L-Py thanks to the tight coupling with the PlantGL library (Pradal et al., 2009). A generic primitive, @g(geometric), allows the modeler to position any PlantGL model in space using the current turtle location and orientation. In this way, coarse geometric representations of plant architecture can be defined where parts of the tree crown are represented by parametric envelopes. The resulting architecture may then be used in conjunction with ecophysiological models that take a 3D scene as an input. Here we illustrate this possibility by computing the direct illumination of each crownlet in the plant using the Fractalysis library (Da Silva et al., 2008) from OpenAlea:

```
LSystem:
1 from openalea.plantgl.all import AsymmetricNull
2 from openalea.fractalysis.light import diffuseInterception
def EndEach(lstring,lscene):
4 lighting = diffuseInterception(lscene)
5 for id, light in lighting.iteritems():
6 if lstring[id].name == 'Crownlet':
7 lstring[id].light = light
8
9 module Crownlet(height, radii, light)
10 production:
11 .... # generation of the tree containing Crownlet
12 interpretation:
13 Crownlet(height, radii, light)-->; (colormap(light)); @g(AsymmetricNull(height, radii))
```

This L-system produces in each derivation step an L-string that is composed of modules Crownlet which are characterized by their height, maximum radii in four directions in the plane perpendicular to their main axis, and the total amount of light that they receive (defined in line 9). As explained in Section “The L-Py Interpretation Mechanism: Controlling L-System Execution from L-Py Programs,” the L-string produced at each step and the corresponding L-scene can be post-processed in the EndEach function. The L-scene is a set of PlantGL objects that were derived from the L-string modules by the application of the interpretation rules (line 13). Each L-scene object thus contains an id corresponding to its associated module in the L-string (in L-Py, the L-scene ids simply correspond to the position of their associated module in the L-string). In the EndEach function, the amount of diffuse light intercepted by every module of the plant is evaluated by a call to the Fractalysis library (line 4). The diffuseInterception primitive is passed a PlantGL scene and returns a dictionary containing pairs composed of module ids and of the amount of light intercepted by that module. To import this information back into the string, an iteration over the dictionary is made in lines 5–7. For each module id, the module name is checked (line 6) to select only crownlet modules and their light parameter is updated (line 7). Figure 4 shows a representation of the L-scene after construction of a tree made of a branching system bearing crownlets represented by asymmetric hulls and colored according to the total amount of light intercepted by each crownlet.

Seamless control of differential turtle geometry

In particular modeling situations, one needs to instruct the turtle to follow a predefined curve in 3D space. This is required for example when one wants to control the shape of a branch using a predefined template shape. For this, we assume that a curve of
length \( L \) is defined that represents the shape of a particular branch. In the 3D scene, at the position of the branch insertion on the parent branch, we then need to instruct the turtle to move along this curve from its current position. To achieve this, Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001) designed an algorithm to move the turtle in the 3D space based on differential geometry and using quantities such as local tangent, curvature, and step size. The following L-Py code gives a simple 2D version inspired from this algorithm.

```l-system7:
1 length = 12.4
2 dl = 0.01
3 Axiom: FFF [+M(0)] FF
4 production:
5 M(l):
6 if l < length:
7 u, nextu = l/length, (l + dl)/length
8 tgt = curve.getTangent(u)
9 nexttgt = curve.getTangent(nextu)
10 rotangle = degrees(atan2(cross(tgt,nexttgt), dot(tgt,nexttgt)))
11 produce +(rotangle) F(dl) M(l + dl)
```

The axiom defines a parent branch made of five segments and bearing a branch on the third one (line 3). The branch is produced by incremental application of rule \( M(l) \) until length \( L \) is reached (lines 5–6). First, normalized linear abscissa of current and next points are computed (line 7), assuming that the turtle will make steps of constant size \( dl \). This makes it possible to compute the angle by which the turtle should turn (lines 8–10) according to the reorientation of the tangent between these points before making the move (line 11). The recursive application of this rule produces the branch shape as specified by the PlantGL Curve2D object \( curve \), defined elsewhere either graphically or procedurally (see section “A Complete Integrated Development Environment” and Figure 5B).

However, one can note that the corresponding code contains low-level instructions related to the computation of the local curvature on the template curve (lines 7–10). This may obscure the overall code with instructions related to differential geometry management, which are not essential to the expression of the model itself. To alleviate this difficulty, we abstracted this differential geometry management by introducing the primitive \( SetGuide(curve,length) \), which instructs the turtle to follow the given curve until the total length of its moves reaches the prescribed value \( L \). The algorithm used to control the turtle frame movement from the curve definition is inspired from Bloomenthal (1990) to control branch shape in a global to local manner (details of the \( SetGuide \) primitive are depicted in section “The \( SetGuide \) Primitive” in Appendix). Using this primitive, we can define the shape of a branch and keep clear the main L-system code:

```l-system8:
1 Axiom: FFF [&(90) SetGuide(curve,length) M(0)] FF
2 production:
3 M(l):
4 if l < length:
5 produce F(dl) M(l + dl)
6 produce +[rotangle] F(dl) M(l + dl)
```

In the axiom (line 1), as soon as the turtle has been rotated to draw the branch, it is instructed to follow the curvature specified by the template curve \( curve \) (\( SetGuide \) primitive). The turtle is moved recursively forward following at each step the bends defined by \( curve \), leading to the result depicted in Figure 5B. Note that if the \( SetGuide \) primitive is removed, the code is still valid L-Py code, where the turtle goes straight instead of following any curved trajectory (Figure 5A). In fact, \( SetGuide \) made it possible to completely separate the specification of the branch geometry from the specification of the topology.

This design pattern can be applied to a more complex branching system to control the shape of branches in a global to local manner. The following code illustrates the use of \( SetGuide \) to control the bending of a complete branching system recursively with a unique template curve.

**Figure 4** | Representation of a tree at the scale of crownlet using of the asymmetric hull primitive of PlantGL and with light interception computation using Fractalys (Da Silva et al., 2008).

**Figure 5** | Construction of the geometry without (A) and with (B) the \( SetGuide \) primitive. It takes as input a user-defined template curve (represented in the inserted window) and control curvature of turtle path.
ProfileInterpolation provides a powerful solution to address this issue. The information).

In the context of L-systems, the importance of this phenomenon was recognized by Prusinkiewicz (2001) who proposed to model attributes of plant architecture. In the case of plant development, the notion that a shape changes seamlessly (or “continuously”) while trees may undergo deep shape metamorphosis throughout their lifespan (Hallé, 1978). Continuous variations in shapes may also arise throughout time due to growth and aging: leaves may unfold out of the bud for instance or fold due to a change in their water status, branches may change their shape due to interaction between gravity and growth, while trees may undergo deep shape metamorphosis throughout their lifespans. Common to all these processes is the notion that a shape changes seamlessly (or “continuously”) either in space or in time. Describing such changes is critical in models of plant architecture. In the context of L-systems, the importance of this phenomenon was recognized by Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001) who proposed to model attributes of plant architecture as functions of their location along the main axis (positional information).

Here again, the tight coupling between L-Py and PlantGL provides a powerful solution to address this issue. The ProfileInterpolation object of PlantGL makes it possible to smoothly interpolate between user-defined curves. The user specifies a set of keyframe curves at given index values. Then the ProfileInterpolation uses an interpolation scheme (e.g., the B-spline interpolation scheme; Piegl and Tiller, 1997) to compute intermediate curve values for any index between the extreme index values.

This function can be used for instance in combination with SetGuide to control the shape of axes in a branching system in a high-level manner. Using positional information (Prusinkiewicz et al., 2001) and ProfileInterpolation, we can compute for every position on the trunk of the plant a branch shape defined as a smoothly interpolated value between user-defined curves at different key altitudes on the trunk.

Let us modify for instance the previous L-system to control the shape of branches on the trunk according to a gradient of template curves.

```python
Lsystem0:
1 Axiom: M(0, 0)
2 production:
3 M(1, order):
4 if order < MAXORDER and 1 < length:
5 produce F(dl) iRoll(phyllotaxy) ["(60) SetGuide (curve, length-l) M(l, order+1) M(l+dl, order)
6 else: produce
```

The apex M now has an additional parameter “order” to control the order of the branch. Apices whose order is greater than MAXORDER abort (line 4). The apex of order 0 is not prefixed by any SetGuide (line 1) and thus assumes a Euclidean space and develops a straight vertical trunk. By contrast, the branches built by lateral apices at order 1 and 2 are all prefixed by a SetGuide (line 5) and will then follow the specified template curve curve for the remaining length length-l. The resulting branching structure is illustrated in Figure 6.

### Modeling shape variation
Plants architectures frequently show gradients in the shape of their organs. At different scales smooth variations of form and orientation may be observed: in petal shapes in flowers, in branch bending along a trunk, or in crownlet shapes and volumes in a tree crown (e.g., Bell, 1991; Barthélémy and Caraglio, 2007). Continuous variations in shapes may also arise throughout time due to growth and aging: leaves may unfold out of the bud for instance or fold due to a change in their water status, branches may change their shape due to interaction between gravity and growth, while trees may undergo deep shape metamorphosis throughout their lifespan (Hallé, 1978). Common to all these processes is the notion that a shape changes seamlessly (or “continuously”) either in space or in time. Describing such changes is critical in models of plant architecture. In the context of L-systems, the importance of this phenomenon was recognized by Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001) who proposed to model attributes of plant architecture as functions of their location along the main axis (positional information).

Here again, the tight coupling between L-Py and PlantGL provides a powerful solution to address this issue. The ProfileInterpolation object of PlantGL makes it possible to smoothly interpolate between user-defined curves. The user specifies a set of keyframe curves at given index values. Then the ProfileInterpolation uses an interpolation scheme (e.g., the B-spline interpolation scheme; Piegl and Tiller, 1997) to compute intermediate curve values for any index between the extreme index values.

An interpolation scheme, using these reference curves is set up by specifying the normalized indexes corresponding to these curves, and the degree of interpolation (line 1). Then the SetGuide is set up to move on the axis curve defined for the normalized index 1/length by the interpolation scheme. Figure 7 illustrates the result of this scheme applied to different sets of key curves.

```python
Lsystem0:
1 axisfunc = ProfileInterpolation([axis1, axis2, axis3], index = [0,0.6,1], degree = 2)
2 Axiom: M(0, 0)
3 production:
4 M(1, order):
5 if order < MAXORDER and 1 < length:
6 produce F(dl) iRoll(phyllotaxy) ["(60) SetGuide (axisfunc(l/length), length-l) M(l, order+1) M(l+dl, order)
7 else: produce
```

An interpolation scheme, using these reference curves is set up by specifying the normalized indexes corresponding to these curves, and the degree of interpolation (line 1). Then the SetGuide is set up to move on the axis curve defined for the normalized index 1/length by the interpolation scheme. Figure 7 illustrates the result of this scheme applied to different sets of key curves.

This interpolation procedure can also be used to animate plant development in a flexible manner as illustrated by the example code below (Figure 8).

```python
Lsystem1:
1 axisfunc = ProfileInterpolation([axis1,...,axis4], index = [0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1], degree = 3)
2 length, dl, dt = 10, 1, 0.01 # constants
3 Axiom: Leaf(0,length)
4 production:
5 Leaf(t,l) --> Leaf (t+dt,l)
6 interpretation:
7 Leaf (t,l)---> Sweep(axisfunc(t), profile,1, dl, leafwidth)
```

An interpolation scheme, using these reference curves is set up by specifying the normalized indexes corresponding to these curves, and the degree of interpolation (line 1). Then the SetGuide is set up to move on the axis curve defined for the normalized index 1/length by the interpolation scheme. Figure 7 illustrates the result of this scheme applied to different sets of key curves.

This interpolation procedure can also be used to animate plant development in a flexible manner as illustrated by the example code below (Figure 8).

```python
Lsystem1:
1 axisfunc = ProfileInterpolation([axis1,...,axis4],
2 times = [0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1], degree = 3)
2 length, dl, dt = 10, 1, 0.01 # constants
3 Axiom: Leaf(0,length)
4 production:
5 Leaf[t,l] --> Leaf (t+dt,l)
6 interpretation:
7 Leaf[t,l]--> Sweep(axisfunc(t), profile,1, dl,leafwidth)
```

An interpolation scheme, using these reference curves is set up by specifying the normalized indexes corresponding to these curves, and the degree of interpolation (line 1). Then the SetGuide is set up to move on the axis curve defined for the normalized index 1/length by the interpolation scheme. Figure 7 illustrates the result of this scheme applied to different sets of key curves.

This interpolation procedure can also be used to animate plant development in a flexible manner as illustrated by the example code below (Figure 8).
A sequence of keyframe curves defining the midrib of a leaf gradually rolling down were defined graphically by the user (Figure 8, top right). An interpolation scheme is set up using these reference curves by specifying their time points and the degree of interpolation (line 1). The L-system production simply advances the “age” $t$ of a module representing the leaf (line 5). Each application of this production is followed by an interpretation step (line 7). The produce statement in line 7 creates the leaf blade geometry. The leaf midrib is specified by the LPy built-in Sweep primitive that corresponds to an extension of generalized cylinders (Bloomenthal, 1985) to arbitrary contours, including non-closed contours. This primitive is itself defined on the basis of the SetGuide primitive. In the example code, the contour is specified by the SetSection primitive and defines the transversal section of the leaf blade. The axis of this general cylinder is defined as the interpolated curve at time point $t$. The resulting sample frames of the animation are depicted on Figure 8.

**EXAMPLE OF FSPM APPLICATIONS IN L-Py**

In this section, we show how L-Py can be used to create complex FSPM scenarios. A first example illustrates how advanced analysis tools can be used to parameterize a L-system that reconstructs trees from observed data. The second example illustrates how modularity can be used to decompose an existing FSPM into reusable components. A last example reports the use of L-Py as a training tool for high school students to reconstruct a virtual ecosystem.

**MINIMIZING MEASUREMENTS IN 3D PLANT ARCHITECTURE RECONSTRUCTION**

The compatibility between L-Py and MTGs opens powerful new possibilities to manipulate plant simulations. Let us consider for example the problem of digitizing complex tree architectures. Different techniques to address this problem have been proposed in the literature and only manual techniques, such as magnetic 3D digitizing (Sinoquet et al., 1997), can currently precisely record the 3D spatial coordinates and the topological structure of a plant in terms of annual shoots or growth units. Unfortunately, manual digitizing techniques are extremely time consuming and methods to simplify them are much needed. An intuitive idea is to exploit the redundancy of tree structures and only digitize the main branches of the tree. Smaller branchlets, which are highly repetitive, are then generated procedurally. Assuming that such a scheme has been implemented, the question is how to assess the resulting semi-automatic reconstruction method. The seamless combination of plant architecture simulation and analysis provided in L-Py makes it possible to simply address this issue.

Let us illustrate how such an approach would be implemented using L-Py. We assume that a reference plant has been digitized. Here, for sake of simplicity, we reuse the digitized walnut tree introduced previously. We also assume that a simple L-Py probabilistic model has been designed to generate small branches from bud modules. We want to assess the ability of this model to reconstruct faithfully the digitized small branches of the tree, and thus to avoid the overhead of digitizing small branches in similar trees.

For this, we first remove the small branching systems from the digitized tree. Modules of the digitized tree have three different types: modules of type V (resp. U) represent growth unit segments from the last year (resp. from the second last year). All other modules are of type S and represent branch segments from previous years (Figure 9, left). In our example, we chose to remove the branching systems made up by growth units from the last 2 years, i.e., of type V and U. This can be done by defining a simple L-Py rule in the previous L-system file (lsystem5.lpy) that replaces every branching system starting with a U and following a segment S by a bud:

This rule removes in a single derivation step all the branch extremities starting with a U from the multiscale L-string representing the digitized plant and replaces them by Bud modules (Figure 9, right).

In a subsequent derivation step, the bud modules are then used to produce new branching systems using a probabilistic model. This model is defined by an L-Py rule:

---

**FIGURE 8 | Animating a rolling leaf (bottom) using graphically specified curves and functions (top).** The first curve specifies the cross section of the leaf, the second specifies leaf width along the main axis of the leaf, and the remaining four curves specify the key shapes of the main axis of the leaf over time.
This rule specifies that a bud is replaced by a shoot made of a randomly chosen number of segments $U$ that can each bear (or not) a segment $V$ and that terminate by a segment $V$. Note that we omitted to show the computation of the branch geometry to keep the example simple. As a result, all the removed digitized branches are replaced by artificially generated small branches, thus providing a partially digitized and partially simulated tree.

Then, to assess the quality of the resulting semi-simulated tree, we make use of the plant structural comparison primitive available in the VPlants package of OpenAlea (Ferraro and Godin, 2000). This function compares the structures of two plants (here the digitized and semi-simulated trees) and returns a list of pairs of plant segments from both plants that were found to match each other. The more matching segments are found in both trees, the better the reconstruction. The normalized length of the returned list, $Q = 2 \times L_{1}/(L_{1} + L_{2})$, $L$ being the size of the returned list and $L_{1}$ and $L_{2}$ respectively the sizes of the compared trees, can thus be used as an indicator of the faithfulness of the model. If $Q$ is greater than a specified threshold, the simulated tree is considered as a faithful reconstruction and the list contains pairs referring to most of the components of both plants. In the opposite case, the list is close to being empty and the reconstruction is considered poor. The following function illustrates how such a comparison can be carried out in L-Py:

```python
from openalea.treematching import *
def compare(lstring, initialmtg):
    reconsmtg = lstring2mtg(lstring)
m = Matching(reconsmtg, initialmtg)
return 2 * len(m.getMatchingList()) / (len(reconsmtg) + len(initialmtg))
```

The `compare` function takes as arguments the current L-string representing the reconstructed plant and an MTG representing the initial digitized tree. It first transforms the L-string into an MTG and then compares the two MTG structures using a primitive from the `treematching` module of OpenAlea. As a result, it returns the estimated value of $Q$ for this comparison.

This function can then be used to explore the parameter space of the probabilistic branching model (here through varying the branching probability) so as to find those parameters that make it possible to reconstruct trees faithfully with respect to the original digitized tree. This is done in the following function that assembles the different components of this pipeline:

```python
def optimize_reconstruction(minv, maxv, vstep):
    l = Lsystem('lsystem5.lpy')
```

FIGURE 9 | Use of a digitized 20-year-old walnut tree (*Juglans regia* L.) as the axiom of a simulation. Right, shoots produced during the last 2 years are removed. Simulation process will use this structure as new axiom and produce algorithmically new shoots. Generated shoots will be compared with measured ones. Bottom, a detail view of the process: from top to bottom, original branching system, pruned system with insertion of Bud represented as red sphere, and example of regenerated structure.

FIGURE 10 | Result of the comparison between regenerated structures and the measured one. The scores of the different branching systems are given by the colored curves and the average value by the black curve. Maximum average score is reached with a probability of 0.77 and gives a score of 0.8.
8 initialmtg = l.initialmtg
9 prunedstring = l.derive()
10 Q = zeros((maxv-minv)/vstep)
11 for i, branchingprob in enumerate (arange(minv, maxv,vstep)):
12 l = Lsystem('lsystem12.lpy')
13 l.BRANCHINGPROB = branchingprob
14 lstring = l.derive(prunedstring,1)
15 Q[i] = compare(lstring,initialmtg)
16 plot(arange(minv,maxv,vstep),Q)

In our example, Q varies non-monotonically between 0.65 and 0.85 when varying the probability parameter between 0 and 1 (see Figure 10), showing that best reconstructions are reached for a branching probability close to 0.77 in our stochastic model. Three examples of evaluated reconstruction are given in Figure 11 with branching probability of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.77 respectively. Red color represents parts of the structure whose Q coefficient is greater than 0.8.

L-Py AS GROWTH COMPONENT FOR SIMULATING AN FSPM

We now illustrate the use of the above modular approach on a real complex FSPM, MAppleT, simulating the growth of an apple tree (Costes et al., 2008) and originally developed using L-studio/lpfg. This model mixes stochastic topological construction with a bio-mechanical model for the geometry (see Figure 12).

Thanks to syntax compatibility between L-Py and L+C, the code port mainly consisted in translating and simplifying the C++ instructions into Python. Additionally, scientific tools from Python and OpenAlea were readily accessible from within the model (for instance, 2D plot with Matplotlib).

An L-system model, such as MAppleT, is composed of several processes that simulate the growth and internal processes of a plant. In the original model, groups of rules were defined to model different processes: (a) updating state of organs according to a calendar (bud break, flowering, etc.), (b) computation of growth units lateral productions according to stochastic

FIGURE 11 | Comparison between regenerated structure and measured one. Reconstructions showed here are built with ramification probability of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 respectively. The six main branching systems of the tree are compared to the original ones using a structural comparison method (Ferraro and Godin, 2000). Red and blue color means that structural difference is more or less than 20% respectively.

FIGURE 12 | The MAppleT model on L-Py: with (left) and without (right) computation of branch bending using mechanical simulation.
models, (c) growth process, (d) biomechanics. During refactoring, the code was divided into distinct L-systems corresponding to these different groups of rule to achieve modularity. Because they came from a single original L-system code, these L-systems components used similar module naming convention and thus were readily compatible with each other (see Modular L-Systems in L-Py). The parameters of the modules were stored in a generic container object whose contents can be updated by each L-system component. Parameters used by different L-system components were given a unique name in all of these. For instance, the growth process component (c) requires information on the number and types of components to create at each time step. This information is provided by the stochastic process component (b) using a consistent naming convention in both components.

Usually the different processes also rely on a number of global variables. To change their values, a dictionary containing the names and values of global variables can be passed to the L-systems and can be applied using the introspection mechanism presented in Section “L-Py as a Component Library: Controlling L-Systems Execution from Python.” In this way, the global variables can be passed from one process to the next one. Each process can thus update these settings to inform the other processes if needed.

To better demonstrate the modularity of the code resulting from this decomposition of MAppleT, the L-system components were assembled graphically using a dataflow in OpenAlea (Figure 13). As opposed to code representation, dataflows give a visual representation of the logical dependency structure of the FSPM. The composition of the components can be made graphically by the modeler by linking input and output of the different L-systems components and making it possible for the system to pass on the L-string and the dictionary of global parameters. The resulting graph (dataflow) can be executed and runs the pipeline throughout.

**FIGURE 13 | Data flow of the MAppleT simulation.** The model has been decomposed into several independent processes that can be combined and parameterized by user to drive the simulation graphically.
Thanks to this modular decomposition, interesting manipulation of the assembled models can be made. For example, the user has the possibility to enable/disable some of them upon request. Figure 12 right illustrates for example the result of the model in which the Biomechanics component has been disabled.

Based on this implementation of a real-size FSPM, we could carry out a comparative analysis of the computational performances of L-Py and that of static language implementations. L-Py was able to generate an entire architecture (10,000 components generated over 4 years) in reasonable time (5–10 min). In general, simulation with L-Py can be faster than with lpfg for small models (since it avoids compilation), but is five to six time slower than lpfg for more complex models of a 4-year-old apple tree (see Figure 14). This is due to Python code interpretation of rules which is relatively slow compared to a compiled language like C or C++ (Prechelt, 2000). However, the L-Py interpreter written in C++ maintains acceptable performances.

**L-Py AS A TRAINING TOOL FOR THE CLASSROOM**

During French school year 2009–2010, we tested the use of L-Py as a tool for teaching scientific method in the context of a multi-disciplinary class on botany and computer science at high-school level (15- to 16-years-old pupils, 3 h per week during 35 weeks). The program of the class included both botanical and computer science/mathematics courses. The aim of the class was to reconstruct in 3D the vegetal structure of a 10 m × 10 m plot of plants typical from the local flora. The pupils measured the plants in the field, made diagrams and drawings of the plant architectures (see Figure 15), and registered the spatial distribution of observed plants. In the classroom, they were working hands on the computer and using L-Py as a modeling platform. They first learnt how to generate simple fractal and plant structures. Then, using more sophisticated and generic models prepared for the occasion, they easily used their knowledge of L-Py to extend and customize these models according to the measured plants. Modifications ranged from simple parameter modification to addition of new rules in the L-systems. A number of individual plant models were thus designed by different groups of pupils in L-Py and were assembled into a single scene according to the measured distribution. Finally the scene was exported and rendered with Blender (2011) and a film corresponding to a virtual exploration of the 3D scene was produced. This experience gave us important feedback on L-Py during its testing phase. It first showed that the software can be used with success for training students in a multi-disciplinary context. L-Py turned out to be robust enough to support intensive use (and misuse) by pupils. The feedback from the classroom led us to adapt L-Py in various ways: simplify the visual interface, introduce debugging tools, and design new language features (such as the SetGuide and the curve interpolation primitives).

**FIGURE 14** Computation time comparison with between L-Py and lpfg for MAppleT. The horizontal axis represents age of the simulated tree with estimated number of elements of the tree.

**FIGURE 15** Illustration of an application of L-Py in teaching. Students were in the field to map some botanical drawing of Euphorbia. Some virtual models were then build with L-Py and gathered in a complex botanical scene rendered with Blender.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented L-Py, an open-source software platform for L-system simulation based on Python. Compared to previous L-system simulation software packages, L-Py makes intensive use of Python’s property of being a dynamic language to achieve flexibility in modeling and high-level programming. Inherited from Python, the L-Py language syntax remains simple, with no or minimal bracketing of expressions, and very clear block structures. L-Py was designed as both an integrative framework and a library of L-system constructs that can be called from Python. Owing to its dynamic language structure, L-Py facilitates the design of modular models by assembling elementary models without modifying their code, provided they respect minimal specifications. For the design of plant models, special language constructs were introduced for compliance with MTG data-structures, for which large libraries of computational models and tools already exist (e.g., OpenAlea software platform and its packages). Likewise, for geometry, constructs were introduced to reuse any model from PlantGL, a library of geometric primitives dedicated to plant representation at different scales, and to simplify the specification of complex geometric models with the L-system turtle. To illustrate the flexibility and power of L-Py, we presented its application to real modeling situations. The problem of optimizing plant digitizing strategy illustrated the benefit of using jointly L-systems and MTGs in a modeling application. MapleT was used to illustrate the possibility to design complex simulation systems in a modular way. The last example illustrated the pedagogic value of L-Py based on a real experiment carried out with high-school students in France.
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**APPENDIX**

**STANDARD L-SYSTEMS FEATURES OF L-Py**

L-Py supports a number of standard features introduced in other L-system-based programming languages. As illustrated by the first example of this paper, L-Py supports parametric L-systems with flexible parameter types. Conditional rule application is thus possible. By default, rules are deterministic. However, stochastic rules are quite natural to build using functions from statistical packages provided by Python. A typical example would be

```
Lsystem18:
1 from random import *
2 @ - 0.5 # constants
3 Axiom: Apex(0)
4 production:
5 Apex(age):
6 @ produce Internode(1, 0.1) / (180)
7 if uniform() < @ produce [+ (20) Apex(age+1)]
8 produce Apex(age+1)
```

The first line imports the Python package random for random number generation. This package includes the uniform function used at line 8. Line 2 defines branching probability p0. The rule in lines 5–8 uses the `@ produce` statement to assemble the successor in several steps. In particular, the production of a lateral apex (line 8) depends on the value returned by the uniform random function, which is compared to p0.

Production rules make it possible to insert new module. Likewise, the disappearance of a module is specified using productions with an empty successor. An entire sub-tree can be removed by inserting the module %, which prunes out all the following sub-structure in the string until the end of the enclosing branch.

Several aspects of a derivation step can be controlled by the user. First, a rule can be applied by scanning the string from left to right (`forward`), which corresponds to an acropetal progression from the root of the structure to the leaves, or from right to left (`backward`), i.e., basipetally from the leaves to the root (Kawowski and Prusinkiewicz, 2003). The functions `forward` and `backward` can be called to parameterize the direction of the next iteration. This is usually set up using the control functions `Start`, `End`, `StartEach`, and `EndEach`, which are defined by the user and called by the system at the beginning, end, before, and after a derivation step, respectively (Hanan, 1992). Second, it is possible to select a subset of rules at a given step. For this, a group of rules can be defined and activated during execution of the model to simulate separately different aspects of the behavior of a model (Prusinkiewicz et al., 2007).

Application of a rule may depend on the context of the predecessor using context-sensitive rules. L-Py also supports four types of context, namely left, right, new left, and new right contexts (Kawowski and Prusinkiewicz, 2003). Notation follows the `L + C` syntax, i.e., the predecessor may have the following form for forward and backward derivation, respectively

```python
1 left_context < new_left_context << strict_predecessor > right_context
2 left_context < strict_predecessor << new_right_context > right_context
```

In the L-string, the modules have one parameter p, which is a predefined generic container of type `ParameterSet`. Each L-system rule can then dynamically add or modify attributes to this generic parameter p. Here, we again take advantage of the flexibility of dynamic language, in which a Python structure can be complemented with new attributes at any moment by any L-system without any explicit pre-declaration. This makes it possible for each L-system to add its own attributes to the generic parameter p, without requiring that these attributes are known to other L-systems. This mechanism is clearly more flexible that of static languages in which parameter declaration is mandatory at the initialization and should be conform to this declaration in every part of the code, thus contaminating all the L-systems components.

Rule 3. Translation schemes. Each L-system may have different module naming convention and attributes. For a given L-system B to be able to process the L-string of L-system A, it is necessary that a mapping from A modules to B modules be defined, thus acting as a translation from the language of A to the language of B. Our approach consists of transforming A modules into B modules and...
back using L-system rules. Module name translation can easily be expressed with L-system rules as illustrated by the L-system A2B below that transforms A modules into corresponding B ones.

L-system S2.2: B
1 module A(param), I(param),
2 production:
3 A(param): ...

L-system S2.3: A2B
1 module Apex(p), A(p), Internode(p), I(p)
2 production:
3 Apex(p) --> A(p)
4 Internode(p) --> I(p)
5 Apex(p), A(p), Internode(p), I(p)

Symmetric rules may be required to translate back from the language of B into the language of A, in particular if one wants to iteratively apply L-systems A, B several times consecutively. Such a bidirectional translation requires that mapping from the alphabet of A to the alphabet of B is one to one. This is done by defining a new L-system:

L-system S2.4: B2A
1 module Apex(p), A(p), Internode(p), I(p)
2 production:
3 A(p) --> Apex(p)
4 Internode(p) --> I(p)
5 I(p) --> Internode(p)

Similarly, attribute names used in the parameter container should be consistent between different L-systems. If, for instance, two processes rely on similar attributes but use different naming convention, attributes will also have to be renamed during translation step. Conversely, if two processes use the same attribute name for different things, attributes will also have to be renamed to avoid a conflict.

Then, at a given time step, starting from an A L-string, the user applies L-system A which computes a new A L-string. Then this A L-string is translated into a B L-string with L-system B2A so that the L-system B can be applied. Then B is applied and finally, the resulting B string is translated back into A L-string to come back to the initial A L-system and continue the simulation. The procedure can be readily extended to the combination of any number of L-systems.

The L-systems can then be assembled into a super-L-system using the built-in ComposedLsystem primitive described in the main text.

THE SetGuide PRIMITIVE

A turtle is associated with a position \( P \) and frame \( F_T \) composed of three orientation vectors mutually perpendicular that indicates its heading \( H \), up \( U \), and left directions \( L \) (Prusinkiewicz et al., 2001). The turtle can perform a number of geometric operations. In particular, it can step forward in its heading direction or can rotate along its three orientation axis. Following a predefined path with turtle geometry was described in Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001) and consists of adjusting orientation of the turtle before each step to fit the heading vector to the local path tangent \( T \).

Similarly, the SetGuide makes it possible that steps of a turtle follow the path of a user-defined curve \( C \), scaled to reach a length \( L \) also specified by the user. The turtle steps are not supposed in this case to be small. The curve is supposed to be positioned and oriented in the initial location of the turtle. It is also supposed to be parameterized with curvilinear abscissa \( u \).

To compute orientations along a curve, a frame can be computed at each point of \( C \). A frame is made of three vector \((r, s, t)\) with \( t \) representing the tangent to the curve. Classical solution relies on the Frenet frame. However, it produces important twist of the frame at inflection point of the curve. Some methods make it possible to compute frame with minimized rotation (Bloomenthal, 1990; Wang et al., 2008). In our approach, we adapt the method described in Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001). It starts from a frame \( F(r, s, t) \) at \( C(u) \). To compute \( F(r', s', t') \) at \( C(u + \text{du}) \), the tangent \( t' \) of the curve is first estimated. Then the rotation \( R \) that maps \( t \) to \( t' \) is computed. This rotation can then be applied to \( s \) and \( r \) of \( F \) to have \( r' \) and \( s' \) values. The advantage of this method is that it is consistent (no twist) and iterative with only the value of the previous step needed to compute the next one.

To follow the path of the curve, rotations of the turtle will be performed before and after each step to orient it in a direction given by the curve \( C \). The step forward command \((F)\) with a parameter \text{du} representing step length is thus decomposed into three steps: adjust orientation to reach \( C(u + \text{du}) \), move the turtle forward, and adjust the orientation of the turtle to fit tangent of \( C \) at \( u + \text{du} \) (see Figure A1). The first and last operations are turtle orientation performed using the method presented previously. In the first case, the new tangent direction is approximated with the vector \( d = C(u + \text{du}) - C(u) \).

One problem comes from the fact that the rotation is computed in the coordinate system of the curve. To adapt it for the turtle frame, the axis \( A \) of rotation \( R \) is translated from the reference frame \( F(u) \) of the curve to the frame \( F_T \) of the turtle: \( A' = F_T \times F(u)^{-1} \times A \). The transformation \( R'(A', \alpha) \) can then be applied to the vectors \( H \), \( L \), and \( U \) of the turtle frame to express the reorientation of the turtle. Note that \( R(A, \alpha) \) is still used to computed the new frame of the curve at \( C(u + \text{du}) \).

Finally when moving the turtle forward, the length of the step has to be adapted.

![FIGURE A1](https://www.frontiersin.org) | [A step with the SetGuide command.](https://www.frontiersin.org) On the left, computation on the guide curve. On the right, the application of the command for the turtle. Three steps are made for the step forward: first a reorientation \( R(A_0, \alpha_0) \) in the direction of \( C(u + \text{du}) \), a move forward of length \(|C(u + \text{du}) - C(u)|\), and a reorientation \( R(A_1, \alpha_1) \) in the direction of the tangent at \( C(u + \text{du}) \). \( A_0 \) and \( A_1 \) have to be translated first in the local coordinate system of the turtle to be applied on the turtle.
Indeed, the length of the curve between $C(u)$ and $C(u + du)$ is $du$ but the curve between this two points is approximated with a straight segment by the turtle. Thus the length of turtle step should be changed for $\|C(u + du) - C(u)\|$. The turtle will thus produce a path with curvature similar to the curve $C$ when moving forward. Additionally, some rotations can also be explicitly asked by the user to the turtle between each step. By default, these rotations will provide additional curvature to the turtle path. For instance, trunk and main branches can be built using the same `SetGuide` command except that at the beginning of branches an additional rotation is made to have lateral direction. In this case, guide and turtle are rigidly linked since the rotation of the turtle will also change the guide curve reference frame.

It is also possible to apply similar rotations of the turtle to the frame along the guide. For instance, the Roll operation consists in turning around the heading $H$ of the turtle. Its counterpart consists in turning the reference frame $F(r, s, t)$ of the curve $C$ at $C(u)$ around its tangent $t$. Both operations can be made at the same time when turtle is requested to turn. In this case, guide and turtle are non-rigidly linked since a turtle rotation will change the corresponding position and orientation on the curve $C$. Such operations are made possible in L-Py with special command `iRollR` and `iRollL`.
